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Abstract: This article discusses approaches to solving problem of automation of details technological design
qualitative assessment, based on formalized representation of empirical recommendations. Developed principles
of formal representation and use of empirical recommendations aimed on improving the manufacturability of
details designs allow you: 1) for designer - to effectively apply the accumulated knowledge of such
recommendations on the stages of product development in an environment of integrated CAD, 2) for
technologist and operating professionals - to adequately and dynamically reflect the changes in technology,
organization and technical conditions of the enterprise. The theoretical basis, proposed in this paper is used
to implement software modules of details technological design qualitative assessment. The basic modes of
operation with this automated system of different specialists (designers, technologists, field engineers) are
discussed, as well as methods for their cooperation in ensuring manufacturability of details design using this
automated system.

Key words: Manufacturability of the details design  A qualitative assessment of manufacturability  Design
automation  Automated system  The empirical recommendation to improve the
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INTRODUCTION conditions of production of the manufacturer, the future

Providing the manufacturability of products design and 2) while ensuring MDP each product must be viewed
(MPD) - the most important function of products as an object of design, production and operation. These
manufacture preparation. The main objective in providing factors make it necessary to review the progress in
MPD is to ensure the achievement of optimal labor, ensuring MDP within the concept of CALS.
material, fuel and energy costs for the design, pre- To reduce the time for the product design, the major
production, production, installation outside of the share of work to ensure the MDP should be carried out
manufacturer, technology services, maintenance and exactly in the pre-production stages of design. During the
repair, while providing other set of quality products made full design cycle, designer must check the allowable
in terms of the work. The successful solution of tasks to constructive solutions to the requirements of ensuring
ensure the MDP is largely dependent on the professional adaptability to the specific conditions of production and
knowledge, industry experience and effective operation. The great role is played here by a qualitative
communication, especially in the early stages of product assessment of MDP, which always precedes the quantity
design, designers, engineers, representatives of and determines whether the quantitative assessment in
organizations, where the product will be operated. The general, characterized by generalized MDP is advisable,
complexity of the processes assessment and ensure MDP based on individual experience, is allowed at all stages of
is as follows: 1) the concept of "technological product design and is applied when the selection of the best
design" - is relative and takes into account the specific constructive solutions is performed and, as a rule, there's

conditions of he product use and a host of other factors
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no need in the extent of the  differences  manufacturability independent features. The main ones are: type, material,
compared alternatives determination. In general, the technological method of producing details; pursued
qualitative assessment of MDP involves the use of technological purposes; kind of design-process
"binary" scale ("technological-low technological", component (DPC), or combinations thereof, which are
"recommended - not recommended", "bad - good"), but it subject of technological requirements, technological
is possible to use the scale of relative valuations ("more devices and equipment for which are relevant the
technological", "technological", "lower-technological"). proposed empirical recommendations.
In practice, a large spread of recommendation received The technique of automated mining of details on the
materials reflecting the complex technological technological design of the unit has been developed,
requirements for the design of components by type of which is based on the elemental method of processing
production, taking into account some of the features of structures for manufacturability. The technique is based
the equipment, the organization of production, etc. on the notion of empirical recommendations aimed on
Empirical recommendations aimed on improving the ensuring the manufacturability of the details forms design,
manufacturability of details design are presented in the in a formalized manner as requirements for individual
scientific works of Venkata Reddy [1], Vijay Gupta [1], structural and technological elements or combinations
Owen Molloy [2], Steven Tilley [2], Ernest A. Warman [2], thereof, which allows while evaluating the DFDM to
Dr. David M. Anderson [3], CorradoPoli [4], James G. detect low-technological DPC and their combination in the
Bralla [5] and others. These recommendations are mainly description of the analyzed detail design based on the
represented in the form of text, drawings illustrated with decomposition method [6-8]. Thus, the detail is
examples of technological and non-technological considered as an object consisting of the DPC between
products or their components. According to some of the them according to certain rules established relations
recommendations there are the tables with the necessary (dimensional communication, the tolerances between the
reference data. surfaces, types of arrangement of surfaces, etc.). For the

Obtaining such a systematic documented information automation of detail processing on the manufacturability
on the stages of details design allow to designer of form design, a new approach has been proposed, based
regardless of its methods of design (by hand or with the on the sequential execution of several steps (Figure 1).
use of CAD) to take into account many technological and
operational requirements and to reduce the costs of pre- Representation   Procedures   Formalization  for   the
production. Use of Empirical Recommendations to Improve the

When using CAD systems such recommendations Manufacturability of Details: To formalize procedures for
are appropriate to take to the form of databases and the empirical recommendations representation aimed on
knowledge bases consisting of specialized automated ensuring DFDM, their structure it's better to describe as
systems for the ensuring of MDP. Modern CAD tools an empirical implications (production rules) (1):
allows you to partially implement the task of automatic
identification, first - in the information models and then in A  and ... and A B, (1)
the details of low-technological geometric models of
structural components or combinations thereof, as well as where A1,..., An, B-in the general case - boolean
the process of converting a geometric model of a detail combinations of elementary formulas. To solve the
from the low-technological design to technological, which problem of recommendations representation formalization,
will significantly improve the efficiency of the MDP aimed at ensuring DFDM, B is described as a modified
providing process. detail design, A - one of the complex condition

The Main Approaches to Automating the Qualitative The use of empirical implications is associated with
Assessment of the Details Design Manufacturability: providing the stereotypical response and recognition. To
Based on the analysis of scientific papers in the field of provide automation of low-technological combinations of
providing the details design manufacturability, a multi- form design recognition in the detail design we introduce
level empirical classification of  recommendations  aimed in the recommendations a formal request to determine
at improving the details form design manufacturability compliance of detail with the requirements of
(DFDM) has been developed, for a number of recommendations,   which   is   the   encoded  information
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Fig. 1: The main stages of the automated mining of details on the form design manufacturability

Table 1: Structural elements of formal recommendations to improve the manufacturability of detail design

Block purpose Elements of formal empirical recommendations

Description of the recommendation application object Part type, the DPC, relevant to recommendation; formal request, sketch of a low-technological

constructive combination (CC), a text description

Realization of what function provides the recommendation Pursued technological purposes

Under what restrictions the function is executed Detail material; technological method of producing detail, equipment and technological equipment

for which the recommendation is relevant, reference data table

How is the function implemented? Text description, algorithm of conversion from low-technological combination to technological;

sketch of the technological CC; reference data table

about a specific low-tech combination of forms design. (Id, SourseId, Date, Use), (2)
Solving the problem of automation of low-technological
combinations of form design recognition in the detail where Id-ID of recommendations in the knowledge base
based on ensuring interoperability of low-technological (database); SourseId - identifier recommendation source
combination representation language with the language (the person completing the recommendation); Date-the
describing the details (information model details). The date of making recommendations to the knowledge base;
implementation of the stereotypical response to each Use-binary attribute of recommendations relevance, which
recommendation to ensure DFDM is associated with can be set to TRUE (1) or FALSE (0) and is intended to
automated detail design change by changing the details exclude from consideration of empirical recommendations
of its information model. To do this in the without actually removing it from the knowledge base
recommendations we introduce an algorithm of low- (data base) (3). 
technological combination change, which must also
comply with the terms of the language describing the (3)
details.

Table 1 shows the typical structural elements
presented in a formalized form of empirical where R-set of recommendations in empirical knowledge
recommendations to improve manufacturability of detail base (database), corresponding to the real conditions of
design, grouped into 4 blocks. production enterprises; r - considered the

Each recommendation is assigned with cortege of recommendation of the empirical knowledge base
additional information (2) (database).
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Thus, when together with the automated system of The ID of the recommendations Id is used to call her
details technological design qualitative assessment will be
supplied knowledge base (database) with the typical
empirical recommendations, some of which may not reflect
the actual production conditions of enterprise, it is often
necessary to keep these recommendations for the future,
but to exclude them from consideration for the moment.

In forming the formal request for the automatic
determination of detail compliance with the requirements
of recommendations, the most simple and useful is the
following approach. There are a number of problems
solved by providing DFDM, which can be classified on
the basis of the unity of the algorithm solutions, opening
up the possibility for them to form a universal
mathematical models and in the future - software routines.
When this procedure is called from the database (the
knowledge base), each recommendation will define their
input parameters, which are described as formal request to
determine whether a combination of low-technological
combinations of form design is in detail.

For example, for details - bodies of rotation on the
basis of the analysis for large numbers, aimed to improve
DFDM empirical recommendations, identified the
following common tasks:

check for DPC of a certain type in the detail design;
check for parametric unification of m parameters n
elements (elements can be either of the same type, or
different, but containing in its description of the
homogeneous (the same name), the parameters, the
value of which is necessary to unify);
finding several consecutive heterogeneous or similar
DPC, which parameters are specific to each other in
the relationship (less more equal, etc.);
check the details in the presence of symmetry, etc.

Each type of task requires the development of a
general algorithm. Moreover, the raw data for each sample
are presented in a specific task format. Mathematical
general view of a formalized request in this case is
described as a cortege (4):

Q={Id, Task_type, Task_data}, (4)

where Id- ID of recommendations in the knowledge base
(database); Task_type – code of standard detail design
analysis task on manufacturability of design forms,
relevant to recommendation with the specified ID;
Task_data - cortege, defining a formal description of the
source data for a typical problem Task_type.

narrative part(text and illustrations) in the preview window
when you find a combination of low-technological
combination in detail. Code of typical task Task_type
defines a typical procedure for the analysis of the detail
design on the manufacturability and the format of the
input data. The initial data Task_data for a typical
problem is an information about the geometry and the
relative positions of DPC, forming a low-technological
combination of design forms.

The process of determining a low-technological
combination and related technological issue
recommendations may be simplistically described as
follows: (5)

Y (Y D X), (5)

where D - ordered set of DPC, constituting detail, fulfilled
on manufacturability; Y - a lot of DPC, forming a low-
technological combination of detail form design; X = {x1,
x2, x3,..., xn} - a lot of suggestions on how to improve the
manufacturability of certain low-technological
combination Y.

If the low-technological combination, that
corresponds to the formalized request is found, we should
provide it highlight on the graphic image of the details in
advance with a certain colour.

Recommendations aimed at improving the DFDM,
may be linked by dividing disjunction (the formation of
the conflict set of alternative solutions XD), i.e. one
application solution exclude other alternatives x  (6):i

XD=x x ... x ,1 2 n

(6)
When for the low-technological combination, there are
several empirical recommendations and, therefore, a
number of alternative ways of changing the design of the
detail, it is necessary to rank the recommendations, which
allows the designer to provide empirical recommendations
in order of preference. This problem can be solved in
terms of the theory of fuzzy sets. One of the options is the
introduction of a fuzzy concept of "the most
manufacturable combination of detail from design." To
reduce the subjective influence on the results of
constructing the membership function is proposed to use
the method of paired comparisons with quantitative
assessment of preferences for non-linear scale of Saaty.
Evaluation in this case may be performed by one or a
group of experts, one or more criteria. To assess the
consistency group ranking the coefficient of concordance
can be used.
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Fig. 2: The main modes of the automated system of details technological design qualitative assessment

The accumulation of knowledge about the subject software of the automated system details technological
area "Ensuring of manufacturability of product design" design qualitative assessment. The main modes with this
can also be carried out efficiently through the creation of automated system of specialists in various fields, as well
ontologies in one of the software packages, such as the as methods for their cooperation in ensuring
Protégé. This allows invariance in reporting processes, manufacturability of detail designs using this automated
forming, editing empirical recommendations without system of extending shown in Fig. 2.
binding to specialized aimed at ensuring MDP software Automated system of details technological design
products [9, 10]. qualitative assessment is effectively used: 1) as a

The considered approaches and methods of reference system for designers directly in the design
automating  details   technological   design   qualitative process of details and assembly units 2) for the formal
assessment,   based   on   formalized   representation   of presentation of technologists and specialists in
empirical  recommendations   to   improve   the maintenance and operation of the new recommendations,
manufacturability of empirical guidelines have been used 3) for the education and training of engineers (designers
as a theoretical basis for the creation of information and and engineers).
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RESULTS 4. Poli,     C.,     2011.     Design   for    Manufacturing:

The principles of formal representation and use of pp: 424.
empirical recommendations in the details technological 5. Bralla, J.G., 1998. Design for Manufacturability
design qualitative assessment has been developed. These Handbook / Edition 2/ McGraw-Hill Professional
principles were the theoretical basis for the creation of Publishing, pp: 1368.
automated system of details technological design 6. Shkaberin, V.A., 2010. New approaches to ensure
qualitative assessment manufacturability of product designs in design

Application in the stages of debugging and trial automation terms and technological production
operation of  the  automated  system  of  details preparation [Text] / V.A. Shkaberin / / Information
technological design qualitative assessment, based on Systems and Technology, 5: 34-42.
formalized representation of empirical recommendations 7. Shkaberin, V.A., 2012. Methods and tools to ensure
on a number of industrial enterprises in  Bryansk  allowed: manufacturability of product designs in terms of

significantly (by 1.5 - 2 times) reduce the complexity development as a factor in strengthening the unity
of the process of ensuring manufacturability of detail and integrity of the state. Issue number 2 / / Proc.
designs directly in the process of their design in the issues. Ribnitsa, pp: 77-84.
environment of today's integrated CAD; 8. Shkaberin, V.A., 2010. The development of new
in a short time (less than 2 months) to build, approaches to ensure manufacturability of product
document and present in a formalized form of designs in design automation terms and
empirical knowledge of experts in the field of design, technological production preparation [Text] / V.A.
technological preparation of production and Shkaberin // Proceedings of the IV-th Intern.
operation of products (about 100 recommendations), scientific and engineering. Conf. "Information
which can then be effectively used not only in the technology in science, education and industry
process of technological product design, but also for ITNOP-2010." Eagle, pp: 352-359.
the training of young specialists. 9. Shkaberin, V.A., 2009. The formalization of the
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